Church Name here...
What Pastors are saying about
Journey to the Celestial City…
“The highlight of this year at Grace Chapel was Jim Winder and his
“Journey to the Celestial City” concert. Our church was deeply affected by this evening in ways that continue to impact our church
family”. Pastor Bob McGann, Grace Chapel, Havertown PA

Presents

Journey to the Celestial City
Pilgrim’s Progress is the most noted allegory ever told and
beautifully expresses in a simple and relevant fashion the process
of coming to faith in Jesus Christ and the journey of the
believer.

“All of us were blown away with the presentation of your original
rendition of Pilgrim’s Progress here in Ocean Grove. The music was
wonderful and served to greatly enhance the already magnificent
story of John Bunyan’s remarkable character, Christian and is adventures”.
Rev. Scott Hoffman, CEW, Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association
“I highly recommend Mr. Winder and his excellent performance of
Pilgrim’s Progress be presented to all inmates at prisons both here in
Alaska and anywhere in the lower 48 states.”
Gerald Stillman, Chaplain Palmer Correctional Center, Anchorage
AK

WWW.Jim-Winder.com
JRichardWinder@Gmail.com
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i.

A Classic Story...with Inspired Song.
Everyone loves a good story!

Christian senses his burden and
Evangelist points the way.
The Hard But Right Way

ii. The burden of sin relieved at the
Cross.
Save Me

Journey to the Celestial City is a lyrical re-telling of John
Bunyan’s timeless Classic, The Pilgrim’s Progress, with original songs that were inspired by the most poignant chapters
of the story—from the first stirrings of the Holy Spirit to the
final arrival at the Celestial City of God. The result is a
unique and compelling way of presenting a life-changing
message to those following...or seeking....the truth and the
way to eternal life. *Text in this program used with permission
from Eerdman’sPublishing Co., Grand Rapids Michigan

iii. Christian faces and triumphs over
temptation.
Jesus On My Side
iv. Running the race with Faithful.
The Race

—————————————————————————
The Pilgrim’s Progress immortal story of a man named Christian and his companions has been a favorite for generations.
Originally published in 1678, John Bunyan wrote this classic
from his Bedford, England jail where he was imprisoned for
preaching the Gospel.
It is the most noted allegory ever told and beautifully expresses— in a simple and relevant fashion—the process of
coming to faith in Jesus Christ and the journey of the believer.
Over the centuries, God has used this story to change the
lives of millions, including C.S. Lewis who wrote, “Anyone
who is honestly trying to be a Christian and examines Pilgrim’s Progress will soon find his intelligence sharpened; one
of the reasons why we need no special education to be a
Christian is that Christianity is an education itself. That is
why an uneducated believer like Bunyan was able to write a
book that has astonished the whole world.”
Pilgrim’s Progress is just as compelling today as it was when
the passionate John Bunyan put quill to parchment. This is
a journey you, your family and your friends won't want to
miss!

v. Christian and Faithful enter Vanity Fair.
Vanity Fair
vi. The promises of the Bible encourage Christian in
Doubting Castle.
Your Word
vii. Sharing the Gospel with Ignorance and Atheist.
Preach The Word
viii.Christian and Hopeful pass through the river of death.
Take My Armor
ix. Love Offering.
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